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A Review of Photonic Generation of Arbitrary
Microwave Waveforms

Lam Anh Bui*

Abstract—This paper presents a tutorial on photonic techniques for arbitrary RF waveform generation,
highlights some key results and reviews the recent developments in this area. It is predicted that photonic
integration of the entire system as compact photonic chip will be a major research focus and holds the
key role for the future developments.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are significant demands for the generations of specialized waveforms in modern applications
such as communication (multiple access, high speed, multipath propagation, channel measurement) [1–
3], high resolution imaging (biology, medical tomography and spectroscopy) [4–6], electronic warfare
(counter measurement and radar) [7, 8] and test and instrumentation [9]. Electronic arbitrary waveform
generation (AWG) is widely used and based on high speed and high resolution Digital to Analog
Converter (DAC). Although extremely versatile, electronic DAC is limited by the speed of DAC, has
high timing jitter, limited Time Bandwidth Product (TBWP) and is susceptible to Electromagnetic
Interference (EMI) [10, 11]. To circumvent these issues, photonic techniques for arbitrary waveform
generation have been extensively investigated due to the well-known advantages associated with photonic
technologies such as broad bandwidth, compatible with fibre signal distribution, reconfigurability,
tunability, immunity to EMI and small size and light weight [4, 8, 11–21].

This paper provides a tutorial on photonic arbitrary waveform generations and reviews the three
major approaches for AWG including i) Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping following by Frequency to
Time Mapping [22–26], ii) Discrete Space to Time Mapping [27] and iii) Microwave Photonic (MWP)
Filtering [1, 8, 28]. For each of these approaches, we explain the operation principle and presents selected
results from the literature and highlight salient features. We also discuss what we believe to be the
future developments in this area — the integration of photonic systems on a chip, review the recent
developments and present some conclusions.

2. PHOTONIC APPROACH TO ARBITRARY WAVEFORM GENERATION

The general approach for photonic generation of high frequency and broadband RF waveforms is
illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of three main functional blocks namely optical source, optical processing
and optical to electrical (O/E) conversion. The optical source generates the optical carriers that drive
the other two blocks. This source could be single or multiple wavelengths and continuous or discrete in
time. The optical processing block takes the optical carriers and performs operations on these signals
including but not limiting to filtering, switching, mixing and mapping. Generally, there are several
processing approaches; the three main approaches are i) Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping (FTPS)
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Figure 1. Generic scheme for generating of an arbitrary RF waveform using a photonic technique.

following by Frequency to Time Mapping (FTM), ii) Discrete Space to Time Mapping (DSTM) and iii)
Microwave Photonic Filtering (MPF). At the output of the optical processing block, the optical signals
will have the desired profile/format suitable for conversion to the electrical waveforms using the optical
to electrical conversion block. Detailed explanation of these approaches is given the following.

3. FOURIER TRANSFORM PULSE SHAPING AND FREQUENCY TO TIME
MAPPING

As mentioned in Section 2, one of several approaches for photonic generation of arbitrary
waveforms is Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping (FTPS) following by Frequency to Time Mapping
(FTM) [12, 22, 23, 29]. This approach exploits the broadband feature of photonics and its inherent large
Time Bandwidth Product (TBWP). Fig. 2 presents a schematic diagram illustrating the approach’s
principle of operation. Optical pulse which is compact in time but very broad in spectrum is generated
by a pulse laser. The spectrum of this pulse is carved out in the profile of the waveform to be generated
using a programmable spectral pulse shaper and thus the approach borrows its name FTPS. After
shaping the optical pulse is distorted but still localized in time. Passing this optical pulse through a
dispersive media in which different spectral components experience frequency-dependent time delays
resulting at the output the temporal intensity profile that resemblances the optical spectrum of the
input optical pulse effectively mapping the spectral profile into the time domain. This temporal intensity
profile could then be converted into the electrical domain using a high-speed photodetector [5, 11].

FTPS/FTM was pioneered by the work [5, 11, 24] and has been demonstrated as a versatile
technique for arbitrary waveform generations. The paper [22] provides an excellent review of the past

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Principle of arbitrary waveform generation using Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping (FTPS)
and Frequency to Time Mapping (FTM). (a) Short optical pulse: compact in time but broad in
spectrum. (b) Programmable pulse shaper carves the spectrum of the optical pulse into the profile
of the RF waveform to be generated (a sinusidal profile is used in this illustration). (c) Dispersive
media is used to achieve FTM as different wavelengths have different time delays through this media.
(d) At the output of the dispersive media the wavelengths separate in time and form an optical intensity
profile — proportional to the spectral profile and thus the desired waveform profile — which could be
converted to an RF waveform using a high speed photodetector.
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Figure 3. Arbitrary waveform generation
based on Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping
(FTPS) and Frequency to Time Mapping (FTM)
scheme. (a) Experiment proof of concept
demonstration: short optical pulses generated
using mode locked laser (ML), pulse shaping
based on 128-pixel linear Liquid Crystal on Silicon
modulator (LCoS), Frequency to Time Mapping
using ∼ 5.5 km of single mode fibre (SMF).
(b) Shaped optical spectrum and (c) Generated
UWB frequency linear downchirp signal that
resemblances the spectral profile of (b) [12] (all
figures and results are courtesy of and adapted
from A. Weiner).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. An improved scheme for efficient
generation of arbitrary bandpass RF waveform
based on Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping
(FTPS) and Frequency to Time Mapping (FTM)
that incorporates a delay-mismatched optical
interferometer. (a) Experiment proof of concept
setup: optical pulse is split into two paths, the
upper path sent to FTPS to define the envelope
of the generated waveform, the lower path is
delayed such that its interference with the upper
path forms oscillation corresponding to the center
frequency of the generated RF waveform. (b)
Generation of RF frequency downchirp waveform
spanning 7–45 GHz with the Time Bandwidth
Product (TBWP) of ∼ 589 [29] (all figures
and results are courtesy of and adapted from
A. Weiner).

and recent developments of this approach. A great proof of concept demonstration of the approach
is present in Fig. 3 [12]. The details of the demonstrations and the results are provided in the figure
caption. It is evident that the experimental setup of Fig. 3(a) is the direct implementation of the
approach of Fig. 2 and the generated RF waveform of Fig. 3(c) exhibits great similarity with the shaped
spectral profile of Fig. 3(b) proving the approach experimentally.

It is obvious from Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) that the entire profile of the waveform needs to be defined
and shaped by the FTPS. For high-frequency bandpass signals, this requires the definition of many
fringes of oscillation and this is highly inefficient. For strongly banded signals, the approach of Fig. 3
could be modified as shown in Fig. 4 such that a delay mismatched optical interferometer is added
around the FTPS to form oscillations corresponding to the center frequency of the bandpass waveform
and thus allows the FTPS to dedicate its entire resource to shape the waveform complex envelop [29].
Further explanation and results for this improved implementation is given in the caption of Fig. 4. It
is worth noting that in comparison with the original implementation of Fig. 3, the implementation of
Fig. 4 also maximizes the TBWP through i) a better utilization of the pulse shaper resolution and ii)
the ability to scale the oscillation to a very high frequency — even at sub of THz range — using the
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optical interferometer.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Waveform distortion induced during
Frequency to Time Mappings. (a) Far Field
Dispersion causing temporal waveform distortion.
(b) Evidence of distortion due to dispersion
induced frequency fading. (c) Overcoming
dispersion induced distortion using Near Field
Dispersion. (d) Evidence of elimination of
frequency fading in the signal spectrum [23] (all
figures and results are courtesy of and adapted
from A. Weiner).

Figure 6. Demonstration of time aperture
expansion by pseudo-noise modulation of the
optical pulse train through the generation of
a microwave Costas sequence — Time domain
measurement of the W-band Costas sequence with
a 10 GHz center frequency and a 1 GHz frequency
step [29] (all figures and results are courtesy of
and adapted from A. Weiner).

It has been previously mentioned that the dispersive delay is employed to map the spectral profile
into the temporal intensity profile. To achieve this, sufficient dispersion in the order of the square of
the optical pulse duration — also known as far field dispersion condition — must be satisfied [23].
Using a large dispersion can however limit the bandwidth and the upper frequency content of the
generated waveforms due to the dispersion induced frequency fading effect [23] which is observed in the
measurements of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). To overcome this limitation, a near field dispersion condition has
been proposed and demonstrated [23]. In this later scheme, a significantly smaller dispersion than that
would be required for far field condition is used resulting in the output temporal intensity depending on
both the amplitude and the phase of the spectral profile making the process of FTM more complicated.
Fortunately, dispersion is a fully defined process and therefore the FTPS could be programmed to pre-
distort the spectral profile to compensate for this phase dependency [23]. Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) presents the
results obtained using near field dispersion which overcomes the frequency fading problem of Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b).

The approach of Fig. 2 requires the optical carriers in the form of short optical pulse which is
repetitive in nature and thus the generated waveforms are limited by the time gap between the two
adjacent pulses limiting their practical uses. Several works have been done to overcome this constraint
including pulse by pulse shaping [25] and pseudo-noise pulse switching [30]. Fig. 6 presents a practical
demonstration of a 15-times aperture expansion using a pseudo-noise switching to generate a W-band
Costas sequence of length 15 [29]. With this technique, it is possible to extend the time limited waveform
to an almost arbitrary time length which is necessary for high resolution radar and ranging applications.

4. DIRECT SPACE TO TIME MAPPING

Another approach for arbitrary waveform generation is the Direct Space to Time Mapping (DSTM) [27].
This approach is recently proposed and its principle of operation is illustrated in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows
the schematic diagram of the device consisting of n-stages of weak coupling and time delay. Under
weak coupling approximations, it can be shown mathematically that the impulse response of the device
is the summation of n impulses corresponding to the n stages shown as the inset impulse train (blue)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Arbitrary waveform generation based on the Discrete Space to Time Mapping (DSTM) of
short-time optical pulses. (a) Operation principle and the device schematic consisting of n cascaded
stages of weak coupling and time delay to generate temporal waveform having n discrete amplitude levels
with each level lasting a specific delayed duration. (b) Realising and controling of coupling coefficient
using a waveguide coupler. (c) Realising and precise controling of the time delay and phase shift using
differential waveguide delay lines [27] (all figures and results are courtesy of and adapted from J. Azana).

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 8. Generation of flattop waveforms of different temporal durations using the DSTM scheme of
Fig. 7. (a) Simulated output waveform of 850 fs width for a device with 10-stages using an input optical
Gaussian pulse of 150 fs duration. (b) Simulated output waveform of 1.7 ps pulse-width for a similar
device with 20-stages using a 150 fs Gaussian input pulse [27] (all figures and results are courtesy of and
adapted from J. Azana).

of Fig. 7(a) [27]. Each of these impulses is weighted by the respective coupling coefficient and delayed
by the accumulated time between the input and the considered stage itself [27]. By tailoring these
stages (coupling coefficient and delay), any waveform profile can be generated as illustrated by the inset
temporal waveform (red) of Fig. 7(a). Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) propose a possible realization and control
of the coupling coefficient (amplitude coding) and phase plus delay (phase coding) using a waveguide
coupler and a waveguide length-difference respectively. It is also possible to incorporate electrodes into
these waveguiding elements to allow tuning — enabling reconfiguration of the waveform.

Figure 8 presents the proof of concept simulations of the device of Fig. 7. Specifically, the
generations of the flattop waveforms using a 150 fs Gaussian optical pulse input has been demonstrated
with a 10-stage device (Fig. 7(b)) and a 20-stage device (Fig. 7(c)). It is evident from the results
of Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) that the rectangular-like waveforms of 850 fs and 1.7 ps pulse-width have been
achieved proving the principle of Fig. 7. Fig. 9 presents the results of the generation of a complex
waveform associating with an eight-symbol 16 QAM signal at the rate of 24 GSymbols/s from a Gaussian
pulse of 17 ps width. The design of the device of Fig. 8 takes into accounts the specific guiding
characteristics and employs special waveguide sections to ensure the realistic simulations of a practical
on-chip device. Fig. 9(a) shows the values of the complex coefficients for the 24-stage design with the
sampling time of 11.78 ps [27] and Fig. 9(b) presents the generated complex waveform. The accurate
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Generation of a complex 8-symbol 16 QAM signal at 24 GSymbols/s from a Gaussian optical
pulse of 17 ps width using a 24-stages device. (a) 24 complex coupling coefficients. (b) Generated
complex waveform [27] (all figures and results are courtesy of and adapted from J. Azana).

generation of the targeted waveform in Fig. 9(b) demonstrates the versatility and the effectiveness of
the technique. Comparing the results of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, it is evident that this technique can generate
waveforms spanning a wide temporal duration ranging from sub-picosecond to sub-nanosecond regime.
Furthermore, the small coupling values used to satisfy the weak coupling condition results in a rather
low amplitude for the device transfer function, however it has been shown that a moderate energy
efficiency approaching 50% could be achieved by using many design stages.

5. MICROWAVE PHOTONIC FILTERING

This approach to generate arbitrary waveform leverages on the wealth of developments around
broadband and reconfigurable microwave photonic filters [8, 9, 14, 15]. The overall principle of this
approach is illustrated in Fig. 10 in both time and frequency domains. The core guiding philosophy is
to design a microwave photonic filter such that its impulse response is the waveform profile of interest.
Spectrally, this could be understood as filtering the broad spectrum of a narrow pulse to obtain the
spectrum profile which is the Fourier transform of the temporal waveform of interest.

Many demonstrations of microwave photonic filters with programmable and reconfigurable
capability have been reported throughout the years [8, 9, 14]. A typical microwave phonic filter consists of
optical source which can be single or multiple wavelengths and discrete or continuous in time. The optical
source provides the carriers in which a short electrical pulse is modulated onto. The modulated optical
signal is then processed in a photonic system which consists of several elements including couplers,
Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG), filters, attenuators, modulators, delay lines, amplifiers, and mixers before
optical to electrical conversion using high speed photodetectors to obtain the desired RF waveforms.
Utilization of these filters to generate arbitrary waveforms have also been demonstrated [1, 8, 9, 14, 28].
In the following we selectively presents results that highlight several salient features of this approach.

Figure 11 presents the generation of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) pulses having spectrum that fits

Figure 10. Principle of arbitrary waveform generation using microwave photonic filtering: starting
with a short pulse having broad frequency spectrum and filter this pulse through a sophisticated and
broadband microwave photonic filtering system to obtain the desired output waveform.
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the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) using a N-tap microwave photonic filter with the
modulation phase inversion [1]. In this demonstration, the N-taps Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter
structure is implemented. The tap is realized using a distinct optical wavelength and the tap weight
and polarity are controlled by adjusting the optical power and switching the modulation between the
positive and negative slopes. It is presented in Fig. 11 that a third order UWB pulse optimized using
four-taps FIR filter is generated satisfying the FCC mask requirements [1]. Given the large degree of
freedom associated with the N-taps filter structure, it is possible and has been demonstrated to adapt
this scheme to produce a wide range of waveforms and modulation formats including but not limited
to Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), On-Off Keying (OOK), Orthogonal Pulse Modulation (OPM),
Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) and many more [1].

For strongly banded waveforms, it is possible to incorporate an optical delay-mismatched
interferometer to generate oscillation associating with the center frequency of the generated waveform
in a similar fashion used in Section 3 and specifically in Fig. 4 [28, 31]. The interferometric structure

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Generation of third order UWB pulse that satisfies the FCC mask requirement using a
4-tap transversal microwave photonic filter using an electrical pulse of approximately 50 ps temporal
width. (a) Simulated (blue) and measured (black) electrical pulse. (b) FCC mask (blue) and measured
spectrum (black) [1] (all figures and results are courtesy of and adapted from J. Capmany).

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Generation of Multiband UWB waveforms using optical delay mismatched interferometer
and balanced photodetection. (a) Gaussian pulse at 4GHz. (b) Gaussian pulse at 7GHz [28] (all figures
and results are courtesy of and adapted from J. Capmany).
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is often employed with a balanced photodetector to remove the strong DC component from the output
RF waveforms to further enhance the system efficiency [31]. Fig. 12 presents the results of generation of
Multiband UWB Gaussian waveforms at 4 GHz and 7GHz generated using an Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (ASE) from an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA). The delay mismatch between the
two arms of the Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer is adjusted to change the waveform frequency. The
important feature of the results of Fig. 12 is that the DC component of the waveforms has been removed
and the simplicity of frequency tuning through changing the delay mismatch. It is anticipated that with
the removing of the DC component, a significant improvement of the waveform spectrum at and near
DC is achieved allowing much better fitting of the waveform to the FCC mask while at the same time,
the waveform still maintains at relatively high power improving the signal coverage [28].

6. PHOTONIC INTEGRATION

Having discussed the various approaches to generate arbitrary RF waveforms in the previous sections,
it is now necessary to consider the realization and scaling of these approaches to meet the practical
applications. Until recently most of the photonic AWGs are implemented using discrete components
and they are thus limited in complexity, scalability and at the same time being bulky and expensive
and often exhibit poor long term stability. It is believed that photonic integration of these systems
as compact photonic chips would significantly improve their performance and enables scalability and
increases complexity. It is worth noting that most if not all major elements required for these systems
have been demonstrated somewhat in integrated optics form [9, 15–17, 26, 32, 33]. Some attempts to
integrate the entire solution as a single chip have also been reported [16, 26]. Of particular note is
the Silicon Photonic platform that has been extensively researched recently taking the advantages of
the availability of the high performance and commercial grade device fabrication infrastructures of the
electronic industry [34, 35]. Another platform that recently attracts significant research interest is the
thin-film Lithium Niobate wafer-bonded on Silicon which is compatible with Silicon Photonics and
offers efficient second order nonlinearity [36]. Furthermore, the advancements in hybrid integration also
allow combining of several different and occasionally exotic platforms together enabling the creation of
solutions with functionalities that are not possible in a single platform [16, 17, 26].

A further challenge for photonic integration which is often overlooked and well under-addressed is
packaging. Given the number of the control and signal connections associating with an AWG system,
this would be a major engineering challenge that deserves further research and development. Without
proper packaging solution, the concepts continue to remain as laboratory demonstrations and have
limited practical uses and commercial benefits. It is anticipated that techniques to multiplex these
controls and signals must be conceived and innovated as part of the integrated solution especially
during the chip design stage. With limited information on this topic available, much more and in depth
developments are required. Finally, to truly reduce cost and enable highly sophisticated system on a
chip, it is necessary to discover new platforms that can support many elements of a microwave photonic
system including optical sources, modulators, amplifiers, mixers, filters and detectors. If this is achieved,
the revolutionary power of photonics will be unleased.

7. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

In the past two years, significant progress in photonic arbitrary waveform generation has been achieved,
especially in photonic integration of solutions. Notable results include the demonstration of Silicon based
on-chip electrical tuning spectral shaper using chirped waveguide Bragg gratings [37], the demonstration
of on-chip line by line pulse shaper with 25 GHz resolution and sub-microsecond reconfigurability [38, 39]
and the realisation of a reconfigurable photonic integrated signal processor that is capable of performing
integration, differentiation and Hilbert transform of different orders [40]. These recent developments
consequently open new avenues in the field of arbitrary waveform generations and broadband signal
processing. Specifically, the on-chip signal processor has been applied to demonstrate arbitrary waveform
generations [41] using a previously proposed waveform synthesis technique [42]. In this technique, an
arbitrary waveform is expanded in a Taylor series of a short-time optical pulse such as a Gaussian pulse
instead of decomposing into Fourier components as in Section 3 [41, 42]. The Taylor series technique
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therefore does not require spectral dispersers which are generally difficult to realise on chip. There is
also a significant interest in the frequency chirp generations using Fourier pulse shaping and frequency
to time mapping, especially the demonstration compact photonic integration [43], flexible tuning of
chirp rate [37], control of chirp sign [44] and the ability of shaping the waveform envelop [45]. There
are also applications of arbitrary waveform generation for measuring and compensating for multipath
channel propagation that overcomes inter-symbol interference [46] and for rapidly reconfigurable RF
filtering [38, 47]. There are also significant activities in the field of waveform generation based on
microwave photonic filtering, particularly the generation of triangular wave train [48, 49]. These
techniques exploit the nonlinearity characteristics of the optical modulation to generate many sideband
components and manipulate them via weighting, mixing, filtering and delaying before combining
them in a high-speed photodetector to construct the desired RF waveforms. The demonstrations
of these approaches include phase modulation [49], dual polarisation modulation [48], single drive
modulation [50] and dual drive parallel modulation [51], four wave mixing effect in SOA [52], and electro-
optic-oscillator [53]. Furthermore, agile frequency hopping waveforms have also been demonstrated by
master and slave continuous wave (CW) laser configuration in which the lasing wavelength of the slave
laser is controlled by the injecting power of the master laser through the wavelength red shift due to
antiguidance effect [54]. It is evident in the above that the interest in this field remains significantly high
and it is no doubt that these developments will open new capabilities for high speed and broadband
applications.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we review several approaches for photonic generation of high frequency and broadband
RF waveforms. These approaches allow generations of customized and sophisticated waveform profiles
and the ability to reconfigure them rapidly and in some cases cycle by cycle. Three main approaches
discussed include i) Fourier Transform Pulse Shaping following by Frequency to Time Mapping, ii)
Discrete Space to Time Mapping and iii) Microwave Photonic Filtering. For each of these approaches, a
brief explanation of the operation principle is provided, selected results from the literature are presented
and several salient features are discussed. Technique to generate strongly banded waveforms using
the delay mismatched interferometer to form oscillation associating with the center frequency of the
generated waveform is described and methods to extend the time aperture to overcome the limitation
due to the repetitive nature of optical pulses is described. For the frequency to time mapping, the
two operation regimes namely far field and near field dispersions are defined and the explanation of
how far field dispersion would limit the bandwidth and the upper frequency content of the generated
waveforms and how this problem could be overcome using near field dispersion are given. We also
discuss what we believe would be the holy grail of microwave photonic research and the current and
the future work in arbitrary waveform generation that is the photonic integration of these systems as
compactly integrated and sophisticated chips. We also discuss the promise of Silicon Photonics as a
platform to achieve this goal and consider the recent interest in thin film Lithium Niobate wafer-bonded
on Silicon for microwave photonics and nonlinear optical processing. The challenges associated with
photonic integration especially the hybrid integration and packaging were briefly touched upon. Finally,
we review the recent developments in this field which leads us to conclude that photonic integration
holds the key to the advancement of this important technology that if successfully realized will unleash
the revolutionary power of photonics.
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